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From the Group Scout Leader  Lorrie Saliba

continued overleaf...

Ladies and gentlemen, brothers and sisters in the Scout 
Movement:
Please allow me to pay tribute to our dear friend Joe. 
I think I am not mistaken in stating that today, Gozo is 
poorer for the loss of one of the greatest persons that 
were born on this island. 
Joseph G. Grech, better known to us Scouts and ex-
Scouts as Skip, was  an exemplary person: righteous, 
disciplined and kind. He dedicated his whole life to the 
children and the adolescents of Gozo, especially to those 
form Victoria. He was a real gentleman, someone who we 
rarely come across in our everyday life. To us, members 

NB:Instead of my usual report, this time I thought it fitting 
to pay tribute to the person who was behind all that is 
the Victoria Scout Group as we know it today – Joseph 
G. Grech, known as Skip. This is the speech in his honour 
which I read during his funeral held on Monday 10th 
September 2018.

of the Victoria Scout Group which he led for many years, 
Skip was a great teacher. He taught us to light fires, cook 
simple meals and camp out; he helped us grow up into 
good Christians and mature citizens.
He was a member of various voluntary organisations but 
the Victoria Scout Group was his baby and he worked very 
hard for it to succeed from the first day he formed the 

Group, way back in 1963. Under his leadership, 
the Victoria Scout Group grew from a motley 
group of boys into one of the best Scout Groups 
of Malta. Though he did not have sons of his own, 
his “marriage” to the Victoria Scout Group which 
he founded, made him a father-figure and role 
model for many Gozitan boys, who, even when 
they were no longer part of the Group, were 
grateful to him for what he had done for them. 
Skip passed on to us whatever he knew. And he 
never ever expected anything in return.
When the Group was founded, it had no place 
where to hold its meetings. Skip succeeded in 
convincing his mother Ġorġa to give permission 
to the Group to use her house as headquarters. 
This was supposed to be a temporary meeting 
place but it served the Group for 27 years. 
Skip’s greatest dream was that the Group so dear 
to his heart would have its very own premises to 

And Skip certainly did!

Skip and the present GSL Lorrie Saliba during the commemoration of 
the 30th anniversary of the founding of the Victoria Scout Group
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From the Scout Group Leader
cont....from front page

On behalf of the Scout Association of Malta, Chief Commissioner 
Joseph G. Grech receives the Malta George Cross 50th  Anniversary 

Medal from H.E. Dr Ċensinu Tabone, President of Malta.

GSL Joseph G. Grech and the Scouts celebrate the opening of the 
Group’s first headquarters in Għajn Qatet Street.

The GSL Lorrie Saliba, VSL Jesmond Scerri  
and Scouter Emmanuel Mizzi at camp

be used as headquarters. He worked hard for his dream 
until, with the help of a number of supporters and friends, 
he succeeded in making it come true. Now the Victoria 
Scout Group can boast of a headquarters which is unique 
in the Maltese islands. 
Skip believed in Scouting as created at the dawn of 
the last century by Baden-Powell. And to us, Skip was 
the Baden-Powell of Gozo. The Scout Promise and the 
Scout Law were sacred to him and he made of them the 
compass of his life and of the life of the boys for whom 
he was responsible. 
All the boys who at some time or other were Scouts, even 
if for a short while, were influenced by Skip’s attitude. His 
favourite part of the Scout Law was that which states that 
a Scout must help others everywhere and at all times, and 
he insisted that we should live this law and always help 
those less fortunate. 
I was close to him since the founding of the Group in 
1963, when I was only 7 years old. I can say that I found 
in him a great friend and a great teacher, my second 
father. I owe my character formation to him and, though 
we had our differences, we always saw eye to eye on 
what we considered as basic in our personal lives and in 
our lives as Scouts. I have led the Group for the last 28 
years. However, I always sought his advice and kept him 
informed of whatever I had in mind for the Group. 
As I have already mentioned above, he never expected 
anything in return for his efforts. However I know that 
he appreciated it every time the Group gave him some 
sign of respect for what he had done for it, whether be 
it a cake for his mother’s birthday, or the part the Group 
played in the funeral of his mother Ġorġa or that of his 
brother Nenu. He also appreciated  our nominating him 
as the Group’s Patron even though I got reprimanded  
when I announced our intention.
I, who had been close to him for so long, feel lucky to 
have been close to the very end. Thank you Skip for all 
that you did for the members of the Victoria Scout Group 
and for me. I know that you have left us, but, at the same 
time, we feel that you are still with us since all of us carry 
in our heart the legacy that you have left us.

Blood Donation Session
On the occasion of its 55th birthday, the Victoria 
Scout Group organised a blood donation 
session at the Health Centre in Xewkija on 
Sunday 5th August. Parents, supporters, ex-
Scouts and friends were all invited.

Photo courtesy of Charles Spiteri
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Point to Ponder with the Editor          Anita Muscat
This edition of the Group’s Newssheet 
is entirely dedicated to Skip, Joe G. 
Grech whose untimely demise last 
September took us all by surprise and 
left us in shock. It is with mixed feelings 
that we offer you this publication. 
We feel honoured to have known 
him and grateful to him for being the 
founder of our Group. We have had 
the pleasure of having shared so many 
Scouting moments - at headquarters, 
during Scout meetings or Group 
council meetings, at camp or at fund-
raising and so many other activities 
which he attended assiduously and was 
always ready to praise and thank those 
who were involved in the organisation. 
There is also appreciation at having 
received his words of advice on 
innumerable occasions. We consider 
ourselves very lucky at having had 
an unparalleled mentor on countless 
occasions and fortunate at having 
had a steady rock to lean on to. We 
were privileged to have listened to 
his explanations of how and why the 
Scout Method has been so successful 
and his belief that following the Scout 
Law and Promise is what makes a true 
Scout. We feel honoured to form part 
of the Group which he gave birth to 
and loved so much till the end. We 
also feel responsible to continue in his 
footsteps so that the Group he founded 
continues to flourish and provide the 
children and youths entrusted in its 
care with the best possible character 
formation.

January 2018 -Skip as guest speaker during 
the Group’s Annual General Meeting 

Santa Luċija dinner 2018 – Skip with a group 
of Italian Scouts

February 2010 – A very proud moment for 
Skip: The Victoria Scout Group is nominated 

as the President’s Group.

August 2018 - Skip with a group of ex-Scouts 
during the Group’s BBQ at summer camp

December 2015 - Another proud moment for Skip when H.E. the President of Malta, Marie 
Louise Coleiro Preca visited headquarters

In the message he wrote in 2013, at 
the beginning of the book narrating 
the Group’s history, he observed that, 
the seed sown in 1963 when he started 
the Victoria Scout Group had borne 
fruit and like the Scout Movement, had 
“grown from an acorn into an oak.” 
We all believe that this fact was of great 
satisfaction to him and to all those who 
came after. 
Our Group is much poorer for this loss. 
Skip, you will remain forever in our 
hearts and memories, gone but surely 
never forgotten. May your vision for our 
group continue to be our inspiration 
and may it serve as an example to us 
all. You certainly lived up to the Scout 
motto and “Did your Best,” and we 
promise to follow in your footsteps.

Never forgotteN
You’ll never be forgotten
that simply cannot be.
As long as we are living
We’ll carry you with us.
Safely tucked within our hearts
Your light will always shine:
A glowing ember never stilled,
till the end of time.
No matter what the future brings,
o what might lie ahead,
We know that you will walk with us
Along the path we tread,
So rest dear Skip, be at peace
And let your soul fly free.
one day we will join your glorious 
flight
for all eternity.

Adapted freely from 
m.lovethispic.com
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In memory of Skip
The Group Council as well as the Scouters have 
unanimously agreed that some sort of memorial be 
placed at headquarters in memory of Skip Joseph G 
Grech. It was decided that this would take the form of 
a bust. Arrangements for this are already under way.

If anyone would like to contribute towards this 
commemorative gesture, you are kindly requested to 
contact the GSL at headquarters or on mobile number 
79 555 844.

Archiving our story 
by VSL Jemond Scerri

The Victoria Scout Group is currently 
posting a photo from its archives 
on its Facebook page on a daily 
basis. The aim of this initiative is 
to encourage old Scouts to tag 
themselves and others in the photo. 
In this way we aim re-establish 
contact with a number of old Scouts.
We have received very positive 
feedback and have increased the 
followers of our Facebook page 
considerably.
This initiative is being supported 
by the Ministry for Gozo NGO 
Assistance Scheme, a funding 
programme for Voluntary 
Organisations on the Island of Gozo.

January 2016 - Skip Joe Grech during the Annual General Meeting 
(Photo courtesy of Dr Victor Mercieca)

Agrarian show 
at Villa Rundle 

Gardens 
On the occasion of the 
agrarian show held at Villa 
Rundle Gardens on the 
feast of Santa Marija, the 
Group provided a guard 
of honour to H.E. the 
President of Malta, Marie 
Louise Colerio Preca and 
the Minister for Gozo Dr 
Justyne Caruana.

The President of Malta Marie Louise Coleiro Preca and 
the Minister for Gozo Dr Justyne Caruana meet the Group 

members at Villa Rundle. 

Visit to the Parliament
On Friday 17th August 2018, at the end of the Island Explorer 2018, an 
Erasmus + Youth Exchange summer camp experience, its participants, 
German, Maltese and Portuguese Scouts paid a visit to the House of 
Parliament. They were welcomed by the Speaker of the House, the Hon. 
Dr Anġlu Farrugia. Parliamentary Secretary for Youth, Sport and Voluntary 
Organisations Clifton Grima, and Spokesperson for the Opposition Ryan 
Callus also attended and addressed this activity.
At the end of the meeting, Group Scout Leader Lorrie Saliba presented a 
copy of the book which narrates the Group’s history to the Speaker of the 
House.

The GSL, Lorrie 
Saliba presents 
a copy of the 
Group’s book to 
the Speaker of the 
House, Dr Anglu 
Farrugia. (photo 
courtesy of the 
Scout Association 
of Malta)

We were there
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Skip and I 
by Group Librarian Carmel C. Cachia

As many of you may know I am often 
asked to write about The Scout 
Movement in Gozo and I do so 
gladly. However, today I write with 
a heavy heart. And yet I cannot but 
pay tribute to my dear friend and 
teacher, Mr Joseph G. Grech – Skip. 

Though members of my family had 
been part of the Scout Movement 
and an uncle on my mother’s side was 
Group Scout Master of the Żebbuġ 
Group (Malta) in the 1930s, my idea 
of Scouting was very faint. When 
my family moved to Gozo in 1966, 
I made friends with John Vassallo, 
who was a Scout. Through him, my 
brother Wilfred and I became Scout 
members. 

The first time I went to the Scouts 
Headquarters in Għajn Qatet Street 
was Saturday, 7th October 1967 
and the occasion was the Group’s 
Annual General Meeting. I was 
introduced to the man who was to 
greatly influence my life – Joseph 
G. Grech, the Group Scout Leader, 
better known to us as Skip. 

From that day on, I visited the Scouts 
Headquarters regularly, almost 
every day, including Sundays. I 
looked forward to Fridays when we 
had the Troop meeting. We were 
eager to learn whatever Skip chose 
to teach us. Our objective was to 
earn as many badges as possible. 
It was only later that we realized 
that what we learned then during 
the meetings and during the hikes 
would come in handy later on in life. 

I owe much of what I know to Skip. 
I learned how to fry an egg, bacon 
and chips in a military mess tin; how 
to light a fire without getting burnt 
and without setting anything else on 
fire; what to pack into a haversack for 
a hike; how to forecast the weather, 
read maps, use the compass and pick 
landmarks for direction; how to sleep 
on the ground without waking up 
stiff; how to set up a tent to weather 
any storm, how to tie knots that will 
hold but which I can easily untie 
later; how to use knives and axes – 
and so many other things which are 
important in spite of their triviality.

Skip dedicated his life to building 
the character of young people so 
that they may play a constructive 
role in society. He helped me grow 
up into a responsible son, husband 
and father. Through Scouting, I 
learned to be independent, to cook 
for myself and do house chores. I 
learned to to embrace differences 
and to give a helping hand to those 
who need it. I learned the values of 
punctuality and accountability. To 
sum it all, Skip and Scouting were 
my inspiration and that of many 
others.

When my brother and I enrolled 
in the Scout Movement, it did not 
take my parents long to realize that 
they could entrust my brother and 
myself in Skip’s care. On our second 
venture at camping during the Easter 
holidays of 1968, a storm brew 
up. During the night, our parents 
decided to drive to Marsalforn to 
pick us up. It was ten o’clock and it 
was raining heavily. My parents met 
Skip on the campsite. Our mother 
explained to him that they were 

worried about us. Skip asked them 
to follow him to our tent and, to 
their surprise, they could see twelve 
young boys, including us, cuddled 
up in blankets, sound asleep and 
snoring heavily. Never again did our 
parents come to the campsite on a 
stormy night.

I left the Victoria Scout Group for 
a number of years during which 
the Group flourished, its members 
increased and Skip’s dream of 
housing the Victoria Scout Group 
in a new modern headquarters 
came true. Mr Lorrie Saliba, the new 
Group Scout Leader, together with 
the Group Council, succeeded in 
transmitting the same enthusiasm 
that Skip had instilled in them. I 
rejoined the Group in 2012, when 
Scout Leader Saliba asked me to 
write the history of the Group to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary 
of its inauguration. Then again, I 
met Skip with whom I passed long 
evenings discussing the past and 
the present, and talking of the future 
of Scouting and of Gozo. Skip was 
a man of many interests and his 
dedication to correctness marked 
him out. He is comparable only to 
himself.

In his last address to his Scouts, 
Baden-Powell says: “the real way 
to get happiness is by giving out 
happiness to other people. try 
and leave this world a little better 
than you found it and when your 
turn comes to die, you can die 
happy in feeling that at any rate 
you have not wasted your time 
but have done your best.    G.S.L 
Joseph g. grech followed B-P’s 
advice fully and to the end.
Salute, Leader, salute. May God 
grant you eternal rest.

Skip and the author Carmel C.Cachia during 
a BBQ held for leaders in June 2018

The author, Carmel C Cachia, (at that time 
VSL) on the furthest right, with Skip (at that 

time GSL) Joseph G. Grech and (then A/CSL 
and now GSL) Lorrie Saliba before leaving 
for NordJamb-75, Norway in July 1975. 

Joe SuLtAnA  -an expert 
ornithologist, a writer and one 
of Malta’s finest environmental 
activists who was very well known 
both locally and internationally.

May he rest in peace. We ask our readers 
to remember him in their prayers.

Gone 
Home
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On Monday 10th September 2018, the Victoria Scout Group paid 
its last respects to a person to whom it owes its beginnings. In 
1963, Joseph G Grech, known as Skip, was instrumental in the 
reactivation of the Victoria Scout Group. He served as its Group 
Scout Leader for 27 years till the year 1990 when he was elected 
as Chief Commissioner for the Scout Association of Malta, a 
post he occupied for 2 terms. When this term of office came to 
an end, Mr Grech remained an active member of the Victoria 
Scout Group Council. In 2007 he was nominated as Scouter 
Emeritus of the Group and in 2009 he was nominated as the 
Group Patron. Mr Grech had also occupied other high ranking 
roles within the Scout Association of Malta, amongst which were 
Training Commissioner and a member of the Awards Committee 
for several years. Skip was also part of the team which worked 
hard and incessantly for many years so that the Victoria Scout 
Group could have its own headquarters, a dream which came 
true in July 1989. Skip, as we all know him, dedicated his life to 
Scouting and he was a source of inspiration for all those who 
knew him. He led by his example. He was like a second father 
to all those boys who, throughout the years, were members of 
the Group. He was always ready to listen to and offer precious 
words of advice to whoever needed it. His knowledge of and 
vision for Scouting were limitless and his love and passion for 
it never abated.
It was only fitting that the Victoria Scout Group participated 
actively in his funeral. Scout Leaders, Council members and 
Scouts acted as pall bearers while other Group members 
followed the cortège. The Group formed a guard of honour 
as the coffin entered and left St George’s Basilica. H.E. Bishop 
Mario Grech celebrated mass. Also present for the funeral were 
officials from the Scout Association of Malta, colleagues from 
the Gozo Business Chamber, whose President he was, and 
the Catenian Association as well as numerous ex-Scouts and 
supporters of the Group. 
Skip will be sorely missed but his legacy will live on in the 
members of the Victoria Scout Group, both past and future.

the funeral of Joseph G. Grech, known as Skip

by CSL Anita Muscat
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by CSL Anita Muscat

Seeonee 
Pack

REPORT

SATURDAY &

Now this is fun! Our tents (and faces and arms 
and tummies ) are all covered in chocolate 

and sprinkles. The good thing is that we get 
to eat them or lick them. Yummy! 

Our Indian braves have received their 
technicolour coat. 

And now all that war paint needs to be 
removed …..Venture Scout Malcolm gives a 

helping hand.

Good touch, bad touch session, led by ASL 
Charles Tabone

Teepee art, a story written in Indian symbols 
and our paracord buddies

Memories of Summer 
Camp 2018 

A session on teamwork and how to put 
this into practice by building different 

types of ‘towers’, using recycled plastic 
cups, string, rubber bands and no hands 
allowed to pick up and arrange the cups. 

 Camp souvenirs – our picture frames

Group photo at the camp gate

The Cubs rehearse the campfire songs with 
the GSL Lorrie Saliba and ACSL Kaa John Paul.

No, this is 
not more 
body paint.  
This is 
CHoCoLAte, 
from our 
chocolate 
and nut (ice 
cream cone) 
teepees. 
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From the 4th to the 14th August 2018, 10 members of 
the Group and a leader attended an international camp 
in Germany. This youth camp was held on Klippeneck 
Hill, a corner of the Großer Heuberg plateau in Baden-
Württemberg, amidst hundreds of lofty pines, breath 
taking views, vast plains, a friendly shepherd and his 800 
sheep as well as a gliding club’s field as our neighbour. 
The Group’s participation was made possible by the 
Gozo Ministry as part of the Erasmus+ project. 

Erasmus+ is the EU’s programme to support education, 
training, youth and sport in Europe. It provides 
opportunities for over 4 million Europeans to study, train, 
gain experience and volunteer abroad.

Scouts, Ventures and Rovers Izaak Bajada, Nathan 
Camilleri, Mikea Enriquez, Karl Galea, Adrian Mercieca, 
William Mizzi, Glenn Muscat, Malcolm Portelli, Samuel 
Rapa and Jerrod Xerri and Cub Scout Leader Anita 
Muscat joined other participants from Hungary, Spain, 
Germany, Greece and Bulgaria. Mr Anthony Briffa, 
the Youth Services Coordinator at the Gozo Ministry 
accompanied the group.

Over the 10 days at camp, various outings and activities 
were held. There were adventure hikes, bridge-jumping, 
rope parcours, visits to the European Parliament, to 
the Mercedes – Benz Museum, to the Häring factory (a 
leading global manufacturer of precision components 
and subassemblies for the automotive industry), 
games, barbeques and campfires. We also visited the 
Goldbach caves at Überlingen. These are a complex of 
underground caves dug out by 800 inmates of a nearby 
concentration camp and were intended to serve as a 
place to construct war machines in a location which was 
hidden from Allied bombers. There were visits to the 
cities of Strasbourg, Stuttgart and Constance. A group 
of German Parliamentarians and mayors of nearby cities 
also met the participants at camp and discussed various 
aspects of what Europe means to them, what they 

Europe on Top – 
The camp on Klippeneck Hill, Germany 
by CSL Anita Muscat

 A continental breakfast under the marquee tent

The Gozitan group proudly demonstrates the Maltese flag.

At the European Parliament in Strasbourg

believe is the European identity and what and where 
they thought the future of the European continent lies. 

We experienced a very wide range of temperatures, 
from the sweltering 41°C in Strasbourg (we were told 

 At the Mercedes-Benz Museum in Stuttgart
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 During the Maltese night, the group presented Ms Lynn – Katrin 
Haug, one of the German organisers, with a copy of the book 

narrating the history of the Victoria Scout Group

A photo with 2 brother Scouts, Thomas from Bulgaria and Ali from Syria 

Well, it may not be the Mediterranean Sea, but it was fun to have a 
dip in the pool at camp.

this had only happened some 50 years ago but it had 
to honour us with its reappearance!) to (the unheard of 
in Malta in August !) a chilly 8°C during certain nights at 
the campsite! There were also the international nights 
where each contingent introduced its country. Naturally, 
we also had our turn to share our history, geography, 
customs, sights, cities, feasts and last but not least food, 
and lots of it. Particularly poignant was the presentation 
delivered by a group of Syrian refugees who were 
part of the German group. In his closing speech, Ali 
Ghadban, who also was a Scout back in Syria, described 
the destruction and the suffering for both cities and 
population. It was very evident that they had gone 
through a lot but that they still loved and missed their 
homeland and dreamt of a time when they could return 
to it and help to rebuild it. 

It was a wonderful trip which provided us all with new 
friends and experiences and many unforgettable 
memories to cherish and share. This camp was very 
different from the ones at Dwejra but nonetheless it was 
very special in its own way.

Mass to commemorate the late Catenian Joseph G. Grech
On Sunday 30th September 2018, the Catenian Association in Gozo 
organised a mass to commemorate Skip Joe Grech who was a member 
of their association. The mass was celebrated by the association’s 
chaplain, Fr Loretu Tabone and was held at the Seminary. Members 
of the Victoria Scout Group, members of the Gozo Business Chamber 
as well as fellow Catenians attended this mass.

We were there
open Weekend at the 
Victoria Playing Field 
On Friday 21st September 2018, on the 
occasion of the reopening of the playing 
field in Victoria, the Group accepted the 
invitation of the Local Council in Victoria to 
organize games for those present during 
the open weekend. Later that evening, 
some leaders attended the ceremony of 
the official opening of the playing field.

A group photo with the Mayor of Victoria, Dr 
Samuel Azzopardi at the playing field’s open day.

GSL reads the prayers during mass held by the Catenian Association in memory of 
Skip Joseph G. Grech

The Scouts organize games at 
the playing field on the open day.
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Summer offers a greater challenge to the Venture Unit, 
nowadays more than ever before, as most of the Venture 
Scouts take up a part time summer job. This makes it more 
difficult to organise activities, especially when coupled 
with the fact that some of the Ventures sit for exams in 
September and therefore they also need to study in their 
free time from work.

Having said that, we still kept ourselves busy. Most of 
the meetings were dedicated to service. We gave our 
share during the Santa Luċija dinner with setting up the 
place and helping out during the dinner. Together with 
the Rover Scouts, we met up quite a few times, using our 
meeting times to carry out maintenance work on camp 
equipment before the summer camp. We also offered 
our service to control and co-ordinate parking during a 
private function. 

The highlight for a number of Venture Scouts was their 
participation in a youth camp in Germany. (full report in 
pages 8 and 9)

During the summer camp, the Ventures helped out with 
the Troop and the Packs whenever help was needed. 
They were involved in all the phases of the BBQ and 
campfire, including the preparation, setting up of the 
camp site, serving the food, and finally clearing up the 
following day. This left little time for our programme but 
we still managed to smoke an over 6kg pork shoulder. 
This activity took over 12 hours with the meat cooking 
slowly for 10 hours. The main challenge for us was to keep 

by VSL Jesmond Scerri
Venture Unit Report

 The Unit prepare for camp

Before and after 
the smoking session

Rovers construct and dismantle camp props

a constant temperature. The result was a very satisfying 
one with the leaders, Rover Scouts and Venture Scouts 
all helping themselves to seconds, until no more meat 
was left!

Having started regular meetings on the 22nd of September, 
we bid farewell to 5 Ventures - Keith, Samuel, Neville, 
William and Gianluca who. will be joining the Rover 
Crew, while we welcomed 7 new members in the Unit. 
Karl, Jeremy, Michael, Jerrod, Matthew, Lou, and Presley 
are coming up from the Troop. We wish all of them 
a wonderful time full of adVentures, friendships and 
challenges with their respective sections. 

Group photo during flagbreak
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When Wednesday 22nd August 
morning dawned, there seemed 
to be nothing to indicate that the 
invariably very-well patronized Scout 
camp barbecue and fun-filled camp 
fire would be any different from the 
string of others that had preceded 
it. Granted, the weather forecast 
for Wednesday was not totally 
positive and the night before we 
had witnessed at Dwejra a veritable 
pyrotechnic display of stunning 
lightning flashes that illuminated the 
Dwejra skies.
However, hope springs eternal in 
the human heart and at camp we all 
dispelled all thoughts of impending 
rain. After all, all previous August 
barbecues and camp fires had never 
been disrupted by inclement weather. 
So why should the 2018 version be 
any different? As usual we all focused 
on preparing for the annual event 
that has such deep unbroken roots 
in our local Scouting history - the 
division of duties for the barbecue, 
the rehearsal of Scout songs and 
stunts and the GSL’s insistence that 
we had to work as a team and help 
each other out.
All the usual preparations were made, 
speeches delivered and planning 
finalised. Nothing was left to chance. 
Of course fingers were kept crossed 
but a threatening midday shower 
gave way to prolonged sunny periods. 
We all saw this as a favourable sign.
And then as the start of the barbecue 
drew closer, reports of heavy showers 
all over Gozo started to filter through 
as the first attendees trooped into 
the camp site. At this point an 
atmosphere of fearful anticipation 
gripped the Scouts, particularly the 
leaders. Attendees for the barbecue 
talked about heavy showers they had 
left behind in all parts of Gozo. And 
yet Dwejra camp seemed immune 
to these torrential downpours. It 

2018 Summer 
camp barbeque 
and campfire - 
Singing in the 
Rain style
By ASL Frank Muscat

Testing the lighting system for the dining area

Rehearsing for the campfire

Preparing the grand pyrotechnic opening  
for the campfire 

The Scouts help to set up the tables for the BBQ

seemed to be leading a charmed 
existence. But for how long?
The possibility of an impending 
storm seemed to have concentrated 
everybody’s minds wonderfully and 
food was served with impressive 
alacrity and order. After the main 
course, fruit and icecream had been 
served, the lottery prizes were drawn. 
This was when the first tell-tale drops 
were felt. It was now a question of 
when not if. Camp fire was opened 
without loss of time. It was like a race 
against time. The attendees gathered 

around the camp fire. However, 
hardly had the first Scout songs been 
attempted when the heavens opened 
and hell broke loose. All attendees 
rushed to seek shelter in their cars 
or wherever could protect them from 
the hostile elements. 
However, with admirable doggedness, 
the Scouts led by the GSL were not 
deterred by the torrential rain. The 
more heavily it rained, the more 
lustily they sang as if the rain and 
Scouts were vying to outlast each 
other. The Scouts’ eagerness to belt 
out camp fire songs showed no sign 
of abating. Finally the rain repented 
and the Scouts, drenched to the skin, 
could celebrate their victory over the 
inclement weather.

The cooks at work. 

 Are you being served?

Campfire’s burning and we are singing in 
the rain (literally)!!!
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May to July were characterized by 
activities held jointly with the First 
Victoria Bishop’s Conservatory Girl 
Guides. On Saturday 28th of July, our 
Troop welcomed back Irish Scouts 
from the First Tyrone Scout Group, 
Dungannon, Ireland who spent a fun 
filled day of activities with us. These 
Irish Scouts visited various places 
of interest around Gozo, amongst 
others Ta’ Pinu Sanctuary, Dwejra 
and Ramla where they swam and 
obtained a rather painful scarlet hue. 
The day ended with a treasure hunt at 
the Citadel organised by the leaders. 
Our Irish friends left our island 
sunburnt, completely knackered but 
content. 

The main event for the month of 
August was without any doubt the 
Summer Camp. The Troop enjoyed 
participating in a wide range of 
activities from archery and pioneering, 
to kayaking under Dwejra’s majestic 
cliffs, to constructing and cooking 
in their own clay hewn ovens. The 
Troop also took part in a number 
of competitive night games and 
participated in a discussion which 
delved into the existence of aliens, 
conducted with a backdrop of 
lightning streaks illuminating the 
night sky. This year’s campfire will 
definitely remain imprinted in the 
Troop’s collective memory as the 

Scouts share a joke with GSL Lorrie Saliba 
and Scouter Emmanuel Mizzi

 A mud bath spa treatment? No, these Scouts 
have just finished building their camp ovens. 

The Troop leaders have a quiet moment at 
camp. Mind you, this does not happen that 

often.

 Another kayaking session is over.

Pizza night for this Patrol.  Each Patrol had its turn at pizza and doughnut making.

wettest and one of most memorable. 
The short spell of torrential rain might 
have muddied the campsite however 
it failed to dampen the Scouts’ spirits 
who joyfully sang and danced as if 

Scouts serve food and sing around the 
campfire for our guests from the ARKA 

Foundation.

to taunt the weather that they can 
handle anything the weather can 
throw at them. 

During this period the Troop has also 
prepared for the gradual intake of 
Cubs through their Link Badge. These 
9 Cubs will be joining the Troop this 
September. The Troop will also bid 
farewell to its current PLs, APLs and 
older Scouts who shall be progressing 
to the Venture Unit. Throughout the 
summer months, SL David together 
with ASL Jean Pierre also took the 
initiative to introduce aspects of 
Scouting during activities for children 
attending the Talenti Plus programme. 

On behalf of the Troop I cannot not 
take a moment to remember the 
loss of Joseph G. Grech (Skip). No 
single adjective can do justice to 
describe Skip as he was a humble, 
selfless and a tireless contributor to 
our island, a beacon of morality and 
of community service. We can never 
truly appreciate the extent of how his 
exemplary life has inspired so many 
youths to become men and men and 
active citizens. As a Scout Group we 
acknowledge our great fortune of 
having had Skip to guide us through 
our Group’s infancy. We shall forever 
be indebted to him because our 
achievements were only possible 
by standing on the shoulders of this 
giant of Scouting.


